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In the published article one of the references cited the wrong article.

In the Discussion where Wang et al., 2010 was cited, it should have cited Wang et al., 2011.

The correct citation is shown below:

Wang L, Conner JM, Rickert J, Tuszynski MH. 2011. Structural plasticity within highly specific neuronal populations identifies a unique parcellation of motor learning in the adult brain. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of USA 108:2545-2550. doi: 10.1073/pnas.1014335108

The originally published citation is also shown for reference:

Wang Z, Kraft JJ, Hui AY, Miller WA. 2010. Structural plasticity of barley yellow dwarf virus-like cap-independent translation elements in four genera of plant viral RNAs. Virology 402:177--186. doi: 10.1016/j.virol.2010.03.025

The article has been corrected accordingly.
